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where!the!two!of!you!used!to!hang!out!when!you!were!still!young!enough!to!think!that!everyone!was!wrong!and!that!life!wasn’t!capricious.!!!! You!read!the!messages!aloud!so!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!and!Dr.!Zea!can!hear:!!“’All!I!can!think!about!is!sleep.!!There’s!nothing!else!I!want.!!I’ll!never!have!my!life!back.!!I!just!want!to!go!to!sleep!and!never!wake!up!again.’!!Fuck!–!what!should!I!do?!!Should!I!go!down!there?!!I!mean…”!! “I!don’t!know!–!It’s!probably!nothing,!you!know?”!!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!says!and!you!focus!on!her,!make!the!conversation!yours!and!hers!while!Dr.!Zea!is!moved!outside,!shunted!aside.!!Part!of!you!knows!this;!part!of!you!has!intent!in!this!conversation!beyond!the!obvious,!and!that!part!of!you!is!named!Tyrannosaurus!K!Gunship,!and!even!in!somnolence!he!grins!wide!and!flicks!his!tongue!across!his!teeth!and!watches!Dr.!Zea!disappear!into!the!sofa.!!!TK!Gunship!knows!all!the!tricks,!and!when!it!is!decided!that!the!only!proper!thing!to!do!is!to!go!to!Western!Kentucky,!it!is!TK!Gunship!that!grabs!your!backpack!and!shoves!your!laptop!and!clothes!into!it,!that!checks!to!make!sure!that!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!will!be!okay!without!you!there!and!casts!one!last!sidelong!glance!at!Dr.!Zea’s!breasts!and!her!reddish!maroon!hair!and!straight!bangs,!trying!to!read!where!you!are!in!her!eyes.!!! It!is!Tyrannosaurus!K!Gunship!who!turns!the!ignition!until!the!engine!fires,!and!it!is!Tyrannosaurus!K!Gunship!who!guns!the!car!down!shadowy!tree!lined!roads!and!swerves!up!the!onramp!and!onto!the!interstate,!all!the!while!humming!Possum!Kingdom.!! !
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! It!is!on!this!dock!that!you!bury!your!head!in!hands!and!cry!when!she!leaves!you.!!It!is!on!this!dock!that!you!snort!a!line!of!ecstasy!and!are!surprised!when!nothing!happens.!!It!is!on!this!dock!that!you!patch!your!heart!again!and!again!and!build!layers!around!it.!!When!you!leave!this!dock!for!the!last!time,!you!leave!it!with!all!of!TK!Gunship’s!secrets!in!your!car.!! It!is!on!the!dock!that!you!watch!as!Lady!Trebleclef!flirts!with!Chester!de!Apricorn,!and!when!the!night!comes!that!she!and!Chester!disappear!into!his!Mustang,!the!water!is!cool!and!inviting!and!TK!Gunship!plunges!into!it!with!a!lit!cigarette!hanging!from!his!lip!and!a!bottle!of!bourbon!in!his!hand.!!He!treads!water!and!drinks!and!pulls!a!cigarette!out!of!the!pack!on!the!dock,!lights!it!with!almost!dry!hands,!and!smokes!it!until!he!flicks!it!wrong,!hits!the!spot!where!a!single!drop!of!water!has!weakened!the!paper!and!the!cigarette!breaks.!!Then!he!floats!on!his!back,!lets!the!closed!bottle!float!next!to!him.!! “Docent?!Where!are!you?”!!It’s!Lady!Trebleclef!–!you!can!always!count!on!her!to!worry,!and!that’s!what!TK!Gunship!is!doing;!worrying!her!with!his!teeth!until!her!sympathy!comes!gushing!out!and!brings!with!it!love!and!lust.!!He!does!all!this!even!though!he!doesn’t!have!a!name!yet,!this!relentless!ticking!inside!you.!!Seconds!after!you!hear!her!call!your!name,!you!hear!her!splash!into!the!water!and!then!an!arm!is!around!you,!pulling!you!towards!the!dock!but!something!is!wrong;!there!is!no!softness.!!The!arm!is!hard,!bound!in!muscle,!and!TK!Gunship!sighs!and!subsides!and!you!climb!out!of!the!water!and!wrap!yourself!in!a!towel!and!talk!about!Virginia.!
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! Virginia!is!where!Lady!Trebleclef!is!from,!and!when!she!calls!you!at!six!A.M.!to!ask!you!to!drive!her!there!so!she!can!get!a!driver’s!license!because!Kentucky!will!only!give!her!a!permit!you!light!your!ignition!and!the!four!of!you,!Chester!de!Apricorn!and!Lady!Trebleclef!and!Docent!Americana!and!Tyrannosaurus!K!Gunship!drift!down!the!Western!Kentucky!Parkway!listening!to!Nirvana!and!Tool.!!It’s!at!a!gas!station!on!the!Bluegrass!Parkway!that!Chester!de!Apricorn!tells!you.!! “I’m!going!into!the!Marines”!and!he!pauses,!watches!your!eyes,!then!continues!“in!September.!!September!the!eighth.”!!!! “The!Marines?!!Why!the!hell!are!you!going!into!the!Marines?”!!You!say!it!without!heat.!! “Because,”!and!here!you!see!those!inviting!blue!eyes!turn!gray!and!cold!and!you!almost!tremble,!“I!want!to!fight.!!I!want!to!be!strong!and!brave!and!I!want!to!know!what!I’m!capable!of!as!a!man.”!! “Does!Lady!know?”!!They!spend!most!of!their!time!together!since!they’ve!started!screwing!–!you’ve!been!thrust!into!a!role!you!find!strange,!the!elder!confidante.!! He!shakes!his!head.!!“Not!yet.!!I!was!figuring!on!telling!her!tomorrow!but!shit!man,!I!felt!like!I!had!to!tell!someone.”!! You!nod!your!head!–!you’ve!had!that!compulsion!before.!! “The!Marine!Corps.”!!You!sound!it!out!to!yourself,!tumbling!your!mind!through!the!words!and!the!advertisements!and!the!movies.!!“I!don’t!know!that!that’s!a!good!idea,”!and!you’re!going!to!try!to!talk!him!out!of!it!but!Lady!
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Trebleclef!appears!and!that’s!the!end!of!the!conversation!until!you!hit!the!Bluegrass!Parkway!and!Lady!Trebleclef!turns!the!music!down.!! “What’s!wrong!with!you!two?”!! She!asks!the!same!thing!another!time,!as!well,!maybe!on!a!trip!to!Paducah!or!maybe!while!rocketing!around!the!countryside!with!a!gallon!of!moonshine,!Papa!Americana’s!blend,!and!her!in!the!passenger!seat!and!Chester!de!Apricorn!in!the!back!seat!with!a!joint!lit.!! “What’s!wrong!with!the!two!of!you?”!!She!asks,!and!you!watch!in!the!rearview!mirror!as!Chester!takes!the!spliff!out!of!his!mouth!and!leans!forward!to!hand!it!to!her.!! His!response!rankles!you.!“We’re!in!this!mood.”!! “We’re!in!a!mood?”!!Your!mouth!drips!the!words!out,!lets!them!roll!off!your!tongue!and!down!into!the!muddcovered!floorboard!of!the!car!to!settle.!!“We!aren’t!in!a!mood.!!We!don’t!share!moods.!!You!have!a!mood.!!I!have!a!mood.!!My!mood!is!my!mood.!!Your!mood!is!your!mood.!!You!might!be!feeling!the!same!way!I!am!–!but!we!aren’t!in!a!mood.”!! This!is!the!first!time!you!let!yourself!think!on!it!–!Chester!idolizes!you;!Chester!finds!something!fascinating!about!you!and!you!don’t!really!give!a!shit!how!Chester!feels!right!now,!and!maybe!not!ever.!!Chester!is!pathetic!and!drawn!in!by!the!way!your!name!echoes!around!town!when!he!is!a!freshman!and!you!are!a!senior.!! “He’s!a!drug!dealer,”!your!teachers!say!to!each!other.!
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! When!you!meet!the!Deviled!Eggs,!Shitstorm!grins!all!crazy!because!!you!go!to!shake!their!hands!and!your!jeans!start!slipping!down!from!the!weight!of!the!gun!in!the!small!of!your!back!so!you!have!to!shake!with!one!hand,!the!other!shoved!into!your!left!pocket!and!balled!up!to!create!an!artificial!hip!for!your!pants!to!hang!off!of,!and!you!know!they!know!you’re!packing!by!the!way!they!all!cover!their!beards!with!their!hands.!! When!you!finally!meet!the!Deviled!Egg,!when!you!shake!hands!with!the!short!skinny!bristly!man,!faced!covered!with!freckles!and!his!arms!tattooed!with!leprechauns,!clovers,!deviled!eggs!and!a!math!equation!that!makes!no!sense:!26+6=1,!he!smiles!at!you!and!says!“You!can!call!me!Egg,!iffen!you!want.!!Why!don’t!you!just!hold!your!gun!in!your!hand?!!It!won’t!offend!me!none,!not!like!you!need!it!anyhow.!!Me!and!your!pappy!go!way!back,!way!way!back,!even.”!!!! That’s!how!you!end!up!standing!on!a!dirt!road!in!the!middle!of!nowhere!with!a!gun!in!your!right!hand!surrounded!by!a!bikers!taking!turns!pulling!off!a!bottle!of!‘shine!as!they!load!the!rest!into!the!back!of!a!pickup!truck,!and!when!Devil!pulls!out!a!white!handkerchief!and!unwraps!it!to!reveal!a!light!bulb,!winking!at!Shitstorm,!you’re!sent!back!to!the!car!while!the!two!disappear!around!the!other!side!of!the!truck.!
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Dosta,!and!the!speedometer!inches!up!toward!a!hundred!miles!an!hour!you!stop!listening!and!start!staring!at!the!hand!you!have!clenched!around!the!door!handle,!watching!as!the!knuckles!turn!from!pink!to!red!to!white.!! Your!hands!are!white!again!except!for!the!red!of!your!knuckles!and!thedark!bits!of!gravel!and!dirt!that!speckle!the!wounds!as!TK!Gunship!drives!Lady!Tebleclef!away!from!the!house!in!the!woods,!the!tires!squealing!as!you!swerve!onto!62!from!the!gravel!drive,!sending!loose!rocks!tumbling!across!the!road!to!fall!into!the!ditch!on!the!other!side.!!Trebleclef!is!silent!beside!you!for!a!minute,!and!then!she!reaches!down!into!her!purse!and!pulls!out!a!pint!of!clear!liquid,!unscrews!the!top!and!drains!what!little!is!left!into!her!mouth,!then!rolls!down!the!window!and!tosses!it!into!the!weeds!that!line!the!road.!! “Hey,!Docent!–!can!we!stop!off!at!this!place!I!know!for!a!minute!so!I!can!get!some!more!vodka?”!!!! ‘This!place’!is!a!bar!up!in!Bootsville,!a!beatdown!bootlegger!bar!with!a!spray!painted!sign!on!the!door!that!that!reads!members!only!and!a!large!black!man!who!greets!Lady!Trebleclef!with!a!smile!and!a!hug!and!eyes!you!up!and!down,!eyes!pausing!on!your!hands,!until!Trebleclef!smiles!and!assures!him!
he’s!cool,!he’s!with!me!and!Tyrannosaurus!K!Gunship!smiles!his!biggest!smile!as!the!man!introduces!himself!as!Jest!Hallows!and!then!slides!his!massive!bulk!out!of!the!doorway,!letting!you!into!a!dim!room!where!Trebleclef!takes!your!hand!and!leads!you!up!to!the!bar.!
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! “Hey!Silver,!this!is!my!friend!Docent”!and!the!man!behind!the!counter,!his!skin!light!enough!that!a!hundred!years!ago!it!would’ve!been!called!high!yellow,!reaches!his!hand!across!to!shake!yours.!!!! You!hold!your!hand!up,!instead,!knuckles!towards!him,!and!say!“sorry,!I!don’t!want!to!get!blood!on!you.”!! Silver!lets!out!a!low!whistle,!nods!appreciatively.!!! “Been!fighting?”!he!asks!as!he!pours!two!clear!shots!from!a!plastic!bottle!of!vodka!and!puts!one!in!front!of!you!and!one!in!front!of!Trebleclef.!!!! “Yeah,!kinda.”!! Lady!Trebleclef!smiles!at!you,!says!“cheers”,!and!the!two!of!you!throw!the!shots!back,!the!cheap!vodka!burning!its!way!down!your!throat,!enough!to!remind!you!that!alcohol!is!a!poison.!! You!don’t!drink!often,!not!anymore,!not!since!Cpt!Bunny!Blue!shows!up!at!your!door,!pounding!her!fist!against!it!until!you!open!it!and!are!surprised!to!see!her,!surprised!to!see!anyone!on!this!night,!the!weather!forecast!getting!worse!by!the!hour!as!rain!turns!to!darts!of!ice!diving!from!the!sky,!the!roads!already!slippery!hours!earlier!when!you!brave!the!crowds!at!Kroger,!the!masses!picking!up!bread!and!milk,!just!in!case!the!storm!is!worse!than!they’re!saying,!and!then!make!your!way!to!the!liquor!store!as!well,!the!interior!busy!but!with!a!different!crowd!–!no!concerned!mothers!and!fathers!here.!!Instead,!there’re!lone!men!and!women!roaming!the!aisles,!picking!out!bottles!of!wine!or!12!packs!of!beer!in!case!they’re!lucky!enough!to!score!a!rare!day!off!work.!
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! You!smile!and!reassure!Silver!that!you!don’t!either.!!You!almost!explain!to!him!that!you!have!black!friends!back!in!Louisville!but!then!you!realize!how!that!must!sound,!and!so!you!think!about!telling!him!about!one,!your!friend!Rocket,!and!that!seems!like!a!worse!idea,!bringing!up!a!single!specific!black!friend.!!You!wonder!how!bad!things!still!are!in!Dosta!–!you!wonder!if!schools!still!empty!out!the!day!after!a!white!redneck!and!a!black!kid!get!into!fight,!the!parents!too!scared!to!send!in!their!children!in!because!word!on!the!street!is!that!the!other!race!is!out!for!revenge.!! This!is!what!you!want!to!ask!about!but!the!idea!of!bringing!it!up!makes!you!nervous!and!instead!of!opening!your!mouth,!instead!of!trying!to!create!a!dialogue,!you!turn!back!around!to!face!Trebleclef,!to!watch!her!dance,!her!facing!back!at!you,!always!facing!you,!dropping!to!her!knees!and!bending!over!backwards!until!shoulders!press!against!plywood!and!tits!strain!at!air,!thrusting!her!hips!upwards!over!and!over,!and!you!watch!her!dance!for!fifteen!minutes,!maybe!more,!until!undulations!become!staggers,!her!feet!unable!to!catch!the!motion!of!her!body,!and!then!you!grab!her!and!steer!her!into!a!chair!long!enough!for!you!to!pay!up,!and!she!pops!back!to!her!feet!and!stumbles!up!to!the!counter!while!you!do!so!and!demands!a!bottle!of!liquor,!and!Silver!Dollar!hands!it!to!you!and!you!pay!for!it!and!then!pull!her!arm!over!your!shoulder!and!lead!her!out!the!door,!Jest!holding!it!open!as!he!squeezes!himself!out!of!the!way!so!you!can!guide!her!past!and!into!the!car!to!head!out!to!the!house!with!the!blue!shutters.!! !
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!!! CHAPTER!6!
!! “Truth!is,”!you!say,!Docent!Americana!says,!“if!you!told!me!you’d!be!here!tonight!I’d!probably!have!bought!better!whiskey.”!! With!that,!you!drop!your!shot!glass!to!the!wood!table,!the!hand!attached!only!to!keep!the!glass!from!tilting,!rolling,!and!sliding!to!the!floor!like!your!stomach!the!day!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!shows!at!your!door,!ice!coating!her!blue!shirt!and!blonde!hair.!! “Can!we!talk!about!it!tomorrow?”!she!asks,!running!hands!through!damp!hair.!!“I’m!pretty!tired!right!now.”!! And!with!that!she!gets!up,!swaying!a!little!bit,!walks!to!your!bedroom,!and!you!sit,!confused,!until!she!calls!out!“you!coming!to!bed!or!what?”!and!you!leave!the!empty!bottles!on!the!table!and!crawl!in!next!to!her,!hands!shivering!in!the!bitter!cold!that!leaks!in!through!old!wooden!window!sashes,!aching!to!touch!her,!to!pull!her!close!to!you!and!promise!her!everything!will!be!okay!even!though!you!don’t!even!know!what’s!wrong,!the!same!way!you!don’t!really!know!what’s!wrong!with!Lady!Trebleclef!as!she!sits!in!your!passenger!seat,!head!against!the!window!and!snores!coming!out!her!mouth,!soft,!and!you!ignore!Dosta!as!you!drive!through!it,!rolling!!through!a!stop!sign!or!two!then!hitting!the!pedal,!pegging!it!at!70!through!the!woods!on!the!way!
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out!to!the!house!with!blue!shutters,!holding!it!there!through!sdcurves!and!blind!hills!familiar!as!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue’s!body,!!familiar!as!the!way!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!smiles!and!teases!you.!! The!Celica!doesn’t!slow!until!you!hit!the!driveway,!and!then!it’s!fulldstop!almost,!slowing!so!tires!whisper!like!sneakers!on!the!concrete!driveway,!a!recent!upgrade!from!the!gravel!drive!you!wreck!bicycles!on!as!a!child,!car!engine!purring!just!enough!to!annoy!a!librarian!but!not!to!wake!your!mother!sleeping!alongside!your!father!with!his!breathing!mask.!! Even!the!garage’s!automated!lights!acknowledge!the!importance!of!your!stealthy!entrance,!maintaining!darkness!as!you!slide!the!car,!in!neutral!now!and!with!the!lights!off,!under!the!oak!tree!between!the!garage!and!the!main!house,!and!staying!off!as!you!walk!up!to!the!door!to!the!apartment!your!father!had!built!into!the!garage,!and!open!it,!the!door!never!locked!out!here,!fumbling!through!darkness!to!turn!on!the!light!next!to!the!old!iron!bed!before!going!back!out!to!get!Trebleclef.!! The!car!is!empty;!your!heart!stops!for!a!moment!when!you!find!the!passenger!door!hanging!open,!a!black!cavity!where!Trebleclef!should!be!sitting,!until!a!moan!arrests!your!attention!and!jumpstarts!your!heart,!and!you!follow!it!through!the!gloom!until!you!find!her!curled!up!in!the!grass!at!the!front!of!the!house,!and!when!you!try!to!pull!her!up!to!lead!her!to!the!garage!apartment!she’s!heavy!as!lead,!body!making!no!movement!to!assist!you,!as!though!she’s!rejected!comfort,!and!you!shake!her,!shake!her,!shake!her,!pleading!“Trebleclef,!wake!up”!until!she!murmurs!something!like!words!
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 !! CHAPTER!7!!! Triple!antibiotic!first,!then!BanddAid;!little!daubs!and!tiny!BanddAids!over!each!bloody!sore,!triple!antibiotic!spread!across!bruises!as!well!just!in!case!it!does!something!for!those,!and!when!you’re!done!there’s!just!one!BanddAid!left!in!the!box!and!23!on!her!and!her!skin!shines!with!ointment!and!you!slide!away!from!her!into!the!corner,!the!bathroom!door!closed!and!vent!running!so!you!can!smoke!while!you!watch!her,!and!when!you!realize!you!need!to!pee!you!stand,!straddle!her!legs,!awkward,!aim!the!stream!into!the!toilet!as!you!watch!to!see!if!her!eyes!open!and!they!don’t.!! Then!you!sit!back!down!to!think,!to!try!and!solve!Lady!Trebleclef’s!life!in!one!weekend,!and!you!don’t!know!so!you!text!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!because!she!always!knows!what!to!do!except!the!night!you!tell!her!you!love!her!! not!on!purpose,!of!course,!just!words!slipping!from!tongue!to!lips!and!falling!out!and!then!down,!words!you!don’t!mean!to!say!but!you’re!watching!her!wash!dishes,!a!chore!she!adopts!via!accusations!of!clumsiness!and!filth,!hands!in!plastic!yellow!gloves!and!dishes!in!a!single!sink!she!hates!but!the!ink!on!the!lease!is!fresh!when!she!comes!to!Louisville!and!ya’ll!got!no!money!to!break!it!and!so!she!scrubs!each!dishes!with!the!sponge,!rinses,!then!places!it!in!the!rack,!one!after!another,!movements!precise,!every!movement!planned!
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! “Dad?!!It’s!me,!Docent,”!you!yell!up!to!him,!and!he!pulls!the!shotgun!off!the!rail,!leaning!over!and!squinting!his!eyes!to!make!certain!it’s!you.!! “Whatcha!doing!here!now?!!Yer!mom!know!you!was!coming!in?”!! “Get!dressed!and!come!down!and!we’ll!talk!‘bout!it.”!! Papa!Americana!keeps!the!shotgun!next!to!the!staircase!for!a!reason!–!he’s!unloaded!a!few!shells!in!the!past!at!folks!thinking!they’d!just!show!up!in!the!middle!of!the!night!and!rob!Papa!and!Mama,!enough!shells!that!the!door!has!been!replaced!three!times!and!if!you!run!your!hands!over!the!wall!you!can!feel!the!steel!bumps!underneath!the!latex!paint,!and!with!meth!overtaking!alcohol!in!the!area!crime!has!gotten!worse.!!That’s!why!he!got!out!
!32!
of!the!business,!that!and!the!fights!with!Shitstorm.!!He!tells!you!this!for!the!fifth!or!sixth!time!while!you’re!sitting!across!the!breakfast!table,!both!of!you!chewing!on!bacon!strips!and!scrambled!eggs!between!sentences!and!taking!sips!of!coffee,!his!black,!yours!light!tan!and!half!sugar!like!Mama!made!it!for!you!when!you!started!drinking!it!at!6!years!old,!and!when!he’s!done!apologizing!for!aiming!a!shotgun!at!your!head!it’s!your!turn!to!explain!about!Trebleclef!and!how!she!sent!you!a!text!message!that!scared!you!and!so!you!bolted!home,!and!he!grunts.!! Then!without!thinking!you!start!to!ask!“have!ya’ll!talked!to”!Shitstorm!but!your!mom!shakes!her!head!and!you!change!the!pitch!to!“Captain’s!parents?”!! This!is!the!cue!for!your!mom!to!talk,!to!tell!you!the!minor!events!of!the!town,!tell!you!‘the!Blues!seem!to!be!doing!fine!and!they’re!at!the!church!every!Sunday!and!have!you!heard!about!Clash!Infinite,!he!got!arrested!last!week!for!possession,!second!time!so!I!guess!he’s!going!upriver!and.!.!.’!
! !You!nod!your!head!or!shake!it!as!the!sentences!lead!you!until!Papa!gets!up!and!carries!his!plate!to!the!kitchen!to!wash!and!then!your!mother!lowers!her!voice.!! “He!still!calls!but!we!ain’t!answering!yet.”!! No!one!in!the!family!speaks!to!Shitstorm.!!Sometimes!he!calls!but!you!ignore!them.!!His!own!damned!fault,!you!think,!and!when!Cpt.!Bunny!Blue!tries!to!get!you!to!pick!up!the!phone!when!he!calls!it!just!makes!you!angrier.!
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though!it!doesn’t!stop!Mama!from!opening!the!car!door!and!Papa!from!standing!beside!you,!almost!nonchalant,!as!you!lower!yourself!in!while!trying!not!to!drop!your!crutches.!!Papa!waits!for!you!to!hand!him!the!crutches!instead!of!grabbing!at!them,!and!for!that!you!are!thankful.!! They!take!the!long!way!home!so!that!Papa!American!can!stop!at!the!Methodist!church,!the!one!your!grandfather!grew!up!attending,!over!in!Saratoga!Springs.!!There’s!been!vandalism,!he’s!heard,!gravestones!tipped!and!a!window!broken.!!!!! “Stupid!kids”,!he!grouses,!“always!pulling!shit!like!this.”!!!! You!wonder!if!it’s!one!of!your!friends;!maybe!Maelstrom!or!Bivouac,!guys!who!lean!out!car!windows!with!baseball!bats!to!send!mailboxes!arcing!through!night!skies,!or!if!it’s!someone!else,!younger,!the!next!generation!of!punk!kids,!maybe!even!actual!punk!kids,!ones!who!listen!to!The!Dead!Milkman!and!The!Mr.!T!Experience.!!Your!curiosity!is!aroused,!and!when!Papa!pulls!into!the!church!parking!lot,!the!black!asphalt!pad!untroubled!by!parallel!lines!or!stick!figures!in!wheelchairs,!you!find!yourself!being!helped!out!of!the!car!by!your!mother!and!then!you!swingdthump!your!way!around!the!side!of!the!building,!peering!up!at!the!old!staindglass!to!see!if!any!is!damaged,!and!find!your!father!running!his!fingers!over!a!glass!box!on!the!side!of!the!building.!!!! “Is!it!broken?”!!! “No,”!he!says,!“probably!didn’t!realize!it!was!even!here.”!!!He!turns!to!walk!around!the!building,!and!you!swingIthump!into!his!place,!fascinated!
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!! !CHAPTER!11!! !! Before!Lady!Trebleclef!emerges,!Papa!and!Mama!leave.!!They!have!plans!to!visit!relatives,!an!uncle!and!aunt!who!leave!a!strange!feeling!in!you!when!you!meet!them,!a!chance!encounter!of!a!few!minutes!a!year!or!two!after!Granddaddy!Kerosene!passes.!!You!know,!of!course,!that!your!mother!is!adopted.!!It’s!never!been!a!secret!but!rather!a!point!of!pride!–!Granddaddy!and!Grandmommy!Kerosene!adopting!a!cherubic!five!year!old!with!red!hair,!knowing!the!instant!that!they!see!her!that!they!will!love!her.!!Photos!and!actions!prove!their!love;!there!is!never!a!doubt!that!she!is!their!daughter.!!Still,!though,!there!exists!this!other!family!with!its!ties!of!blood,!and!when!confronted!with!it,!confronted!with!the!uncle!your!mother!avoids!in!the!grocery!store!or!the!envelope!with!five!dollars!and!a!strange!name!on!it!at!graduation,!your!connection!to!Granddaddy!Kerosene!seems!tenuous!at!best;!you!wonder!at!who!you!really!are.!!Your!mother,!keen!to!avoid!her!blood!when!Granddaddy!Kerosene!lived,!seeks!it!out!when!he!passes.!!You!understand,!of!course.!!Understand!that!she!feels!alone,!that!mortality!has!set!in,!and!you!encourage!her.!!You!see!the!way!that!Granddaddy!dotes!on!her,!and!that!she!dotes!on!him,!see!the!way!that!he!lingers!and!lingers!after!his!life!becomes!misery,!unable!to!sleep!for!his!hands!shaking!him!awake!and!
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unable!to!bear!the!waking!moments,!memory!beginning!to!fail!until!the!only!one!he!knows!for!certain!is!her,!and!you!stand!there,!watching!tremors!wrack!his!body!as!though!the!New!Madrid!Fault!has!gone!live!inside!him,!while!your!mother!whispers!to!him!that!she!is!okay,!that!she!is!‘taken!care!of’!and!if!he’s!worried!about!her,!he!can!go!on!and!take!off.!!!She!might!be!‘taken!care!of’,!Mama!might!be,!but!you’re!pretty!sure!there’s!an!emptiness!she!isn’t!ready!for,!and!so!when!they!get!in!the!car,!you!tell!Mama!to!say!hi!to!your!uncle!for!you,!and!go!back!to!the!porch!to!wait!for!Trebleclef.!! She!appears!after!a!bit,!her!hair!pulled!up!under!a!towel!but!other!than!that!dressed!and!made!up,!swaying!as!she!walks,!bottle!tucked!under!one!arm!and!coffee!mug!in!the!other,!and!before!plopping!down!next!to!you!she!splashes!a!little!from!the!first!into!the!latter.!! “Got!a!cigarette,!babe?”!! You!do,!and!so!you!light!and!hand!it!to!her,!thinking,!well,!now!here’s!
the!part!where!I!find!out!what’s!going!on.!!You’re!wrong,!though!–!almost!as!soon!as!you!hand!the!cigarette!to!her,!her!eyebrows!arch!up!and!she!holds!it!back!out!to!you,!waving!it!as!she!says,!“just!a!sec”!and!she!pops!back!to!her!feet!and!dashes!inside,!returning!in!a!few!moments!with!her!purse,!one!of!those!oversized!mom!bags,!digging!inside!it!until!she!pulls!out!a!wad!of!cash,!bills!crumpled!together,!pennies!and!dimes!falling!out!from!it!to!ring!on!the!concrete!porch!and!flee!towards!the!edge,!none!making!the!final!plunge!but!one!comes!close!to!you!and!you!slap!it!down!with!your!hand,!pick!it!up,!a!dime,!gray!and!dull!and!coated!in!grime!except!for!edges!that!shine,!the!
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copper!beneath!exposed!from!years!of!use,!and!while!you!squint!to!make!out!the!design!–!Roosevelt!head,!1966!–!Lady!Trebleclef!slides!back!down!beside!you,!taking!the!cigarette!from!your!hand!to!perch!it!in!the!corner!of!her!mouth!as!she!sorts!the!bills,!flattening!them!across!her!leg,!and!you!wait!as!she!counts!the!bills!once!and!then!again,!the!corners!of!her!lips!turning!down!with!disappointment.!! “Docent?”!She!accents!the!first!syllable!and!trails!off!the!second.!! “Yeah?”!! “I!need!to!go!see!my!psychiatrist!today!–!can!you!lend!me!a!couple!hundred!dollars!and!take!me?”!! You!know!better,!or!at!least!you!should,!but!TK!is!doing!the!math!and!instead!of!thinking!he!opens!your!mouth!and!you!say!yes,!and!so!Lady!Trebleclef!and!you!pack!back!into!the!Celica!and!head!towards!Dosta.!!
! !
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!! !CHAPTER!12!!! The!speed!limit!headed!back!into!Dosta!is!55!but!you!don’t!even!hit!that.!!It’s!been!a!while!since!you’ve!been!to!town,!and!so!you!sightsee!on!the!way,!keeping!an!eye!out!for!new!houses,!wondering!if!the!slow!hollowing!of!Dosta!continues!apace,!the!houses!in!the!town!proper!falling!into!disrepair!as!they!hit!their!fortieth,!fiftieth,!seventieth,!one!hundredth!birthdays!and!are!abandoned!in!favor!of!new!houses!built!on!the!cheap!land!skirting!the!town.!!It’s!abhorrent!to!you,!the!discarding!of!the!old!in!favor!of!the!new!and!easy,!and!you!wonder!at!it!as!you!drive,!winding!your!car!around!curves,!wonder!at!the!way!these!rural!towns,!surrounded!by!nature,!are!so!keen!to!despoil!it,!to!take!the!most!beautiful!plot!of!land!they!can!find!and!plant!a!house!inside!of!it.!! Lady!Trebleclef!listens!to!her!voicemails!as!you!drive,!a!finger!pressed!into!her!closest!ear!to!barricade!the!road!noise,!and!when!she!pulls!it!free!and!drops!her!phone!back!into!her!purse,!she!sighs,!and!says!“So!there’s!this!guy,!right?!!And!I’ve!been!staying!at!his!house!sometimes.!!I!work!with!him!like!two!nights!a!week.!!!Anyway,!he’s!driving!me!insane.!!He!left!me!like!five!messages!last!night,!I!guess!after!you!picked!me!up!from!Taxi’s!house,!and!he’s!begging!me!to!come!over!there!right!now.”!
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! You!don’t!want!to!go!over!to!anyone’s!house;!being!in!Dosta!makes!you!paranoid!you’ll!run!into!someone!you!know,!maybe!one!of!those!old!‘friends’!from!high!school!that!keep!hitting!you!up!on!social!media,!or!one!of!the!teachers!who!so!frequently!expressed!their!concern!about!you!to!your!friends!while!ignoring!you!to!your!face.!!!! “Is!Docent,”!they!ask,!“okay?”!or!at!least!that’s!what!Bivouac!Carabineer!tells!you!when!he!catches!up!to!you!after!class,!his!arm!freed!from!the!clutches!of!yet!another!invested!educator,!and!the!two!of!you!laugh!about!it!as!you!cut!out!the!side!door!and!across!the!parking!lot!to!your!car.!!Bivouac!has!weed;!he!offers!the!joint!to!you!but!you!light!up!a!cigarette!instead.!!You!smoked!pot!for!a!little!while,!maybe!six!months,!long!enough!for!your!black!Dodge!sedan!to!hit!the!cops’!radars,!Dosta!the!only!town!in!western!Kentucky!where!Papa!Americana’s!influence!is!subdued,!and!since!then!there!have!been!too!many!close!calls,!too!many!times!pulled!over!on!the!side!of!the!road,!hands!shoved!in!your!pockets!as!you!watch!them!rifle!through!your!car!again,!and!again,!and!again.!!Even!when!you’re!not!worried!about!getting!busted,!the!joy’s!gone!out!of!pot!–!you’re!not!sure!why!but!when!you!smoke!it!your!stomach!turns!sideways!and!your!head!grows!fuzzy!and!faint.!!!It!feels!like!a!bad!cold!to!you!–!it!feels!slow,!and!you!don’t!like!being!slow!so!you!turn!it!down!every!time!Bivouac!offers.!! Instead,!you!smoke!a!cigarette!while!he!hits!his!joint,!sucking!it!in!and!holding!it!until!his!exhale!is!almost!clear,!is!almost!EPA!approved.!!!!
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yourself!to!pull!your!legs!in!and!finding!you!don’t!have!the!strength,!all!the!strange!energy!of!TK!recaptured!in!the!Leyden!jar!of!your!mind.!! Nowadays!the!massive!parking!lot!sits!empty!except!for!a!few!clusters!of!cars!parked!close!to!store!entrances!and!a!solitary!beat!up!Fd150!out!toward!the!road,!cab!blue!and!bed!white,!both!shot!through!with!patches!of!rust,!the!front!passenger!tire!deflated!and!the!entire!vehicle!pitched!over!toward!the!offending!member.!!In!front!of!the!shrink’s!office!there’re!a!few!cars,!more!than!you’d!expect!for!a!single!practice,!and!inside!patients!sit!in!chairs!lining!the!walls,!faces!blanched!by!fluorescent!lighting.!!A!sign!by!the!receptionist!window!says!CASH!ONLY,!NO!INSURANCE.!!Trebleclef!goes!to!the!window!and!you!sit!down!in!a!plastic!bucket!chair,!picking!up!an!old!sun!faded!copy!of!Sports!Illustrated,!the!mailing!address!clipped!off!the!bottom!corner,!and!pretend!to!thumb!through!it!while!eyeing!the!people!around!you!–!young,!mostly!in!their!twenties!or!thirties,!with!a!few!outliers,!an!older!black!lady!with!her!hair,!mostly!silver,!pulled!back!taut,!and!a!white!man!around!Papa’s!age!with!a!cherry!cane,!polished!and!shining,!between!his!legs.!!He!spins!it!as!he!sits;!taking!the!ball!at!the!top!between!two!fingers!and!flicking!it!like!a!coin,!the!cane!rising!and!collapsing!back!down,!gravity!trumping!momentum.!!The!man!notices!you!watching!him!and!nods,!and!as!you!reciprocate!Lady!Trebleclef’s!shadow!falls!across!you.!! “It’ll!be!a!while!since!I’m!a!walkdin.!!I!had!to!sweet!talk!them!to!get!them!to!let!me!in!at!all!–!luckily,!they!like!me.”!! You!grunt,!and!settle!back!into!your!chair.!!“So!we!wait.”!
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! And!you!do!wait.!!You!wait,!chatting!and!wondering!when!the!conversation!will!turn!serious!as!the!crowd!thins,!as!the!man!with!the!cane!shuffles!through!the!door!next!to!the!receptionist,!and!then!the!lady!with!gray!hair,!as!the!couple!that!replaced!Lady!Trebleclef!at!the!counter!and!spent!ten!minutes!quietly!arguing!with!the!nurse!(But!our!insurance!said!that!
they’d!pay!it!if!you!could!bill!them!directly!for!this),!and!a!halfddozen!more!make!their!way!through!the!door!and!back!out,!until!finally!the!laminated!particleboard!sally!port!opens!to!admit!Lady!Trebleclef.!! She!goes!through!the!door,!and!you!wander!out!the!other,!jaw!still!aching,!striking!out!across!the!parking!lot!for!the!gas!station,!a!Marathon!now,!formerly!the!Minute!Mart!where!you!buy!cigarettes!for!the!first!time!at!15,!nervous,!Bivouac!across!the!counter!just!as!much!so,!looking!back!in!the!office!to!make!sure!that!the!manager!is!out.!!A!box!of!Marlboro!Reds,!the!brand!of!choice!for!Kentucky!high!schoolers!in!the!late!1990s,!the!cardboard!package!durable,!the!flipdtop!a!handy!tool!to!count!how!many!cigarettes!you!smoke!in!a!day!and!make!your!claim!to!indestructibility.!!!! You!don’t!get!Marlboro!Reds!while!you’re!waiting!for!Lady!Trebleclef.!!You!get!USA!Silvers,!cheap!at!twice!the!Nineties’!price,!and!to!ease!the!grinding!of!your!teeth!you!get!a!bottle!of!Dr.!Pepper!and!a!Milky!Way!Midnight,!and!as!you!swipe!your!card!the!girl!behind!the!counter,!probably!the!same!age!as!Bivouac!when!he!sells!you!cigs!in!high!school,!brushes!pink!hair!behind!her!ears!and!begins!to!bag!your!purchases.!!! “I!don’t!need!a!bag.”!!
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! She!takes!the!items!out!of!the!bag!and!pushes!them!across!the!counter!at!you!and!then!turns!and!tosses!the!empty!bag!into!the!garbage!can!behind!her.!!This!irritates!you!and!you!choke!down!your!urge!to!comment,!wondering!if!she!lives!in!one!of!the!new!houses!on!the!edge!of!town,!if!she’s!a!second!generation!discarder,!and!you!remind!yourself!that!you’d!done!the!same!thing!when!you!were!young,!that!all!the!natural!beauty!in!the!world!didn’t!mean!shit!until!you!were!surrounded!by!concrete!and!mortar,!and!so!you!take!your!cigarettes!and!shove!them!in!your!pocket,!and!outside!of!the!store!you!sit!the!soda!down!and!lean!against!the!wall!and!eat!your!candy!bar,!TK!ravenous!in!your!head,!and!then!you!suck!down!a!few!gulps!of!the!Dr.!Pepper!before!lighting!a!cigarette!for!the!walk!back!to!the!psychiatrist’s!office.!! Lady!Trebleclef!comes!out!of!the!office!before!you’re!halfway!back!to!the!office,!shielding!her!eyes!against!the!sun!that’s!made!its!way!up!to!sprout!rays!that!nestle,!uncomfortable,!on!your!neck!as!you!walk,!and!you!take!your!flannel!shirt!off!as!you!walk!to!meet!her!at!the!car.!! “How’d!it!go?”!! “Oh!it!went!great.!!He’s!a!really!good!guy.!!He!like,!really!listens.!!I!went!so!long!without!a!psychiatrist!after!I!lost!my!insurance,!and!then!I!went!into!this!guy!when!I!started!waitressing!and!I!told!him!what!I’d!been!on!and!he!didn’t!give!me!any!shit!or!anything,!just!wrote!me!a!prescription.!!This!guy!is!just!great!–!I’m!so!glad!there’s!a!psychiatrist!like!him!in!town.”!!!
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! “Yeah?”!You!turn!the!engine!and!the!Celica!sings!to!life.!!“Where!to!now?”!! “Well!–!you!know!how!I!asked!to!borrow!money?!!It!wasn’t!for!the!doctor.!!I!actually!need!to!go!fill!my!prescription.!!In!Princeton,!at!a!pharmacist!there.”!! You!swing!the!car!onto!the!road!and!head!up!through!the!hills!until!you!hit!293!in!front!of!the!old!church,!and!then!turn!right.!!You’re!wondering!though,!and!so!you!have!to!ask,!“What!are!you!on!meds!for,!anyway?!!Depression?”!! “Yeah,!that!and!BPD.”!! “BPD?”!!You!should!know!this!one!because!of!how!it!isn’t!what!you!have!but!you!always!forget,!always!have!to!fumble!at!the!letters!a!few!times!in!your!head!before!you!get!it!right.!! !
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! You!would’ve!given!him!a!cigarette!anyway,!you!tell!yourself!later,!even!if!he!hadn’t!been!so!massive!and!so,!well,!black.!!Your!fingers!shake!a!little,!not!enough,!you!hope,!for!him!to!notice,!as!you!pull!the!cigarette!from!the!pack,!and!he!makes!a!flicking!motion!at!you!with!his!thumb,!and!you!pass!him!the!lighter!with!it.!!He!lights!the!cigarette,!takes!a!big!drag,!and!you!wonder!if!he’s!going!to!give!you!back!your!lighter.!! “Mmmm.”!!He!hands!the!lighter!back,!holding!the!smoke!inside!him,!and!finally!breathes!out.!!“Man,!it’s!terrible!that!this!shit!is!bad!for!us.”!! “Uh.!!Yeah,!I!guess.”!!!! He!takes!another!puff!off!of!the!cigarette,!holding!it!in!and!closing!his!eyes,!raising!his!chin!slightly!as!though!expecting!a!picture!to!be!taken,!and!breaths!out.!!!! “Sorry,!bro.!!My!name!is!Rocket,!thanks!for!the!cigarette.”!!He!looks!down!at!the!bench!where!you’re!sitting,!your!legs!sprawling!along!it,!and!reaches!down!with!one!hand!and!gently!swats!at!your!legs!until!you!move!them,!and!he!sits!down!in!their!place.!!“You!here!for!a!class?”!! “Yeah,!Sociology.”!! “For!real?!!Man,!me!too.!!Eight!a.m.,!right?”!! “Yeah.!!This!is!my!first!class.!!Like,!ever.”!! Rocket!smiles.!!“Me!too,!man.”!! That’s!how!you!meet!Rocket,!and!how!you!become!friends!with!him,!and!when!his!roommate!drops!out!at!the!end!of!the!first!semester!you!move!in!with!him,!and!when!you!come!back!to!Louisville!you!and!Rocket!get!an!
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apartment!together,!the!two!of!you!cracking!jokes!about!race,!preferring!to!be!aware!of!the!difference!in!your!backgrounds!and!examine!it!from!one!angle!and!then!another,!curious!as!to!how!you!are!defined!in!relation!to!each!other,!and!so!when!you!see!things!like!the!salt!and!pepper!shakers,!modern!replicas!of!a!racially!divided!past,!you!take!pictures!of!them!and!send!them!to!Rocket!for!his!opinion.!!That!accomplished,!you!meander!down!the!aisle!past!the!antibiotic!ointments,!past!the!laxatives!and!past!the!lubricants!and!the!condoms,!glancing!to!see!if!the!town!has!faltered!enough!in!moral!fastidiousness!to!carry!vibrators!and!there,!above!the!XXL!Magnum!jimmy!jackets!is!a!long!box!labeled!‘personal!massager’.!!!! You!smirk!and!move!down!the!aisle!to!meet!up!with!Trebleclef,!the!scrip!now!parted!from!her!hand,!and!she!runs!her!hand!through!her!hair!and!you!notice!now!how!bad!her!roots!are,!a!couple!inches!of!brown!running!down!the!strands,!and!you!pause!to!take!another!look!at!her!in!the!light,!the!fluorescent!making!the!fading!blue!bruises!trailing!up!and!down!her!arms!look!worse!against!her!pale!white!skin.!!She!looks!tired,!too,!her!face!as!worn!as!Mama’s!family!bible,!the!exterior!long!having!lost!its!luster!from!being!opened!and!reopened!over!the!course!of!a!hundred!years!and!five!generations.!! “Hey,!you.”!!She!stifles!a!yawn!against!the!back!of!her!hand.!!“It’ll!be!like…!fifteen!minutes!or!something.!!Wanna!sit!down?”!! The!two!of!you!sit,!and!Lady!Trebleclef!pokes!your!leg.!!! “Having!fun!yet?”!
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of!the!other!pharmacies!will!fill!a!prescription!that!big.”!!She!pauses,!then!her!smile!widens.!!“You!should!have!one!!!You’ve!got!to!be!tired.”!! You!aren’t!tired,!not!yet,!but!your!head!is!starting!to!throb!and!you!don’t!really!mind!the!idea!of!it,!and!TK!isn’t!raising!any!objections!either.!!It’ll!be!your!second!time!for!Adderall,!though!you’d!swallowed!it!the!other!time,!and!as!you!watch!she!places!another!pill!between!the!spoons!and!crunches!them!together,!grinding!the!pill!to!dust,!and!then!it’s!your!turn!to!put!the!dollar!bill!in!your!nose,!a!little!awkward,!cocaine!a!drug!you!tried!once!and!dismissed!so!you’re!not!used!to!snorting,!and!you!rise!up!off!the!spoon!when!you!feel!the!load!of!powder!shoot!out!of!the!bill!and!into!your!nose,!and!you!sniff,!and!sniff!again,!wondering!if!any!of!the!powder!has!dropped!out!of!your!nose!and!into!your!moustache.!! “Fuck.”!!You!let!the!word!drop!out!of!your!mouth,!not!sure!how!you!mean!it,!and!Trebleclef!says!it!back!to!you,!almost!languid,!“Fuck.”!!! !Then!she!amends,!“Fuck!is!right.”!!!! You!rest!there!a!moment!with!Lady!Trebleclef,!your!eyes!closed,!until!you!hear!her!start!to!rustle!around,!and!open!your!eyes!in!time!to!dodge!her!as!she!thrusts!half!her!body!into!the!back!seat,!ass!wriggling!in!the!air!next!to!your!head,!and!then!pulls!herself!back!through,!purse!in!hand.!! “Yeah!so!I!was!stupid!–!I!needed!this.!!Gotta!put!my!tools!away,!and!I!believe!I!owe!you!two!hundred!dollars.”!! You!try!to!wave!off!the!money!–!you!know!her!financial!situation!is!dire!enough!that!she!doesn’t!have!anywhere!to!sleep!at!night.!
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! “No,!no…!I!owe!you!money,!and!I!can!get!it!easily!now.!!I!just!need!to!make!a!couple!calls.!!!Why!don’t!you!drive!us!back!to!Dosta,!and!I’ll!see!what!I!can!do!about!getting!your!money?”!! It!is!a!plan,!or!at!least!something!to!do!for!a!few!hours,!and!so!you!shift!the!car!into!reverse!and!drop!the!parking!brake,!then!slip!backwards!into!the!road!and!head!back!out!293!towards!Dosta!as!Trebleclef!flips!open!her!phone!and!starts!dialing.!! !
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not!as!defined!as!Alloy’s!but!when!Lady!Trebleclef!arrives!in!town,!her!belly!and!cheeks!still!packing!a!little!bit!of!baby!fat,!and!the!three!of!you!go!swimming!at!the!lake!his!body!is!still!superior!to!yours.!!!Maybe!she!does!like!you!better!as!a!person!but!she!likes!his!body,!or!the!fact!that!his!body!responds!to!hers,!better!than!she!likes!yours.!!You!think!on!this!while!Lady!Trebleclef!relaxes!on!the!couch,!and!when!he!comes!back!from!the!kitchen!with!three!beers!you!pop!the!top!in!unison!with!the!others,!raising!it!and!saying!cheers.!! “So,!baby,!whaddaya!got!for!me?”!he!asks,!and!you!begin!to!have!your!suspicions!that!things!aren’t!under!control.!!It’s!the!way!he!says!“baby”!–!without!a!hint!of!flirtation!in!his!mouth.!!It!has!a!sense!of!finality!to!it,!or!of!the!possessive!–!an!assuredness!you!don’t!think!appreciates!the!situation.!!It’s!the!‘baby’!of!someone!who!expects!a!sleeping!partner,!not!the!‘baby’!of!someone!looking!to!buy!pills!off!his!ex,!and!so!you!look!at!his!hands!while!he!and!Trebleclef!negotiate.!! “Well,!darling,”!and!she!throws!on!a!shitdeating!grin,!and!you!wonder!if!she’s!been!throwing!you!the!same!one!or!if!her!desire!to!be!around!you!is!genuine,!“I’ve!got!some!Adderall!and!I’ve!got!some!Xanax!here.!!I!just!need!to!sell!like!10!of!one!or!the!other!–!I!owe!Docent!here!some!money.”!!You!raise!your!beer,!thinking!salut,!when!they!look!at!you,!and!take!a!swig.!! “Oh!yeah?!!Well,!shit,!baby,!I!got!some!money!but!not!a!lot.!!Like!50!dollars,!y’know?!!So!how!about!–!I!dunno,!I!give!you!fifty!dollars!and!you!give!
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me!like!5!of!each.!!Y’know!I’m!good!for!it.!!‘Sides,!you!owe!my!mom!money!too.”!! The!grin!disappears!off!Trebleclef’s!face,!a!ripple!of!uncertainty,!and!then!she!plasters!it!back!on,!leaning!in!against!Alloy.!!“Now!I!know!you’re!just!teasing!me!honey.!!!I!mean,!if!I!give!you!Xanax!for!free!it’s!not!like!you’re!going!to!give!your!mama!a!hundred!dollars!and!say!‘Here’s!that!money!Trebleclef!owes!you.’!!You!owe!her!money!for!rent!yourself.!!Speaking!of!which,!when!is!Miss!Thing!coming!home?!!I’d!kinda!like!to!mosey!along!before!that!happens!–!maybe!come!back!around!later!tonight!once!I’ve!got!Docent!paid!off!and!I’ve!got!some!money!for!your!mom.!!After!work.!You!working?”!! “Yeah,!I’m!working.!!Gotta!go!in!at!4!–!why!don’t!you!stay!here!and!ride!with!me?!!Mom!doesn’t!get!off!until!five,!and!she’s!still!got!go!by!Grams!and!pick!up!the!brat.”!! “I!told!Docent!I’d!hang!out!with!him!today.!!Besides,!I!was!going!to!run!some!laundry!over!at!his!parent’s!place!–!I!just!need!to!grab!it!from!upstairs.!!And!how!about!–!since!I’ve!got!to!sell!some!of!this!to!make!some!money!–!how!about!I!sell!you!3!Adderall!for!50!bucks,!which!you!know!is!cheap!for!the!big!ones,!and!then!I!guess!I!let!you!have!3!Xanax!and!you!give!me!some!money!when!you!get!tipped!out!tonight.”!!She!dumps!the!pills!on!the!coffee!table!in!front!of!them,!a!brass!framed!glass!topped!monstrosity!that!eats!what!little!space!exists!between!the!couch!and!the!T.V.,!lining!the!bars!of!Xanax!up!end!to!end,!an!Adderall!dot!hovering!over!each!one,!and!then!
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rearranges!the!Xanax!into!a!U,!placing!two!Adderall!above!into!a!heavy!metal!umlaut!and!punctuating!the!vowel!with!the!last!while!Alloy!searches!his!pockets,!back!first!and!then!front!and!comes!out!with!a!wad!of!dollars,!and!counts!them!into!Trebleclef’s!hand.!! “You’ll!be!back!tonight,!right?!!After!work?!!When!I!get!here,!you’ll!be!here.”!! “God,!of!course!I!will!silly.!!I!promise…!I!was!just!staying!at!Taxi’s!because!his!niece!really!wanted!me!to,!is!all.!!I’m!coming!back!here!tonight!and!I’m!going!to!stay.”!!When!he!looks!down!to!continue!counting,!she!flicks!her!eyes!skyward,!the!universal!symbol!of!supplication!and!exasperation,!and!you!take!another!suck!off!the!bottle,!wondering!when!or!if!he’ll!ever!reach!fifty.!!The!wad!of!dollars!turns!out!to!be!a!wad!of!singles,!handy!for!a!strip!club!and!annoying!as!fuck!for!a!dope!deal.!!!! When!the!money!is!finally!counted,!Trebleclef!thanks!him!and!runs!upstairs,!leaving!the!two!of!you!across!the!glass!coffee!table,!you!sunk!into!a!cheap!beanbag!and!him!on!a!sofa!that’s!seen!better!days.!!He!eyes!you!as!you!take!another!gulp!off!the!bottle.!! “You!from!around!here,!Docent?”!! “Yep.”!! “Know!anyone!I!might!know?”!! Shitstorm,!you!think,!Papa!Americana.!!Bivouac!Carabineer.!!The!fag!
used!to!work!at!WalIMart!before!it!moved!out!of!town.!!Instead,!you!say,!“Yeah,!I!knew!a!guy!used!to!live!here.!!Named!Mono.!!Number!205,!down!the!way.!!
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Looks!like!maybe!it’s!empty!now,!got!the!shades!open!and!windows!cracked!like!it’s!airing!out.!!You!know!him?”!! “Nah….!It’s!been!empty!a!while.”!! “Just!as!well.”!!You!pause,!consider!where!you!are,!what!you’re!doing.!!“He!was!a!fucking!Jew.”!! And!on!cue!Lady!Trebleclef!comes!down!the!stairs,!a!backpack,!unzipped!and!stuffed!with!clothes!to!the!point!that!they!must!be!held!in!by!pressure!alone,!in!one!hand.!!!!! “Hey,!you!mind!if!I!take!this!bag?!!I’ll!bring!it!back!tonight.”!! “It’s!cool.!!See!you!at!work,!baby.”!!! !
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